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Journey to the center of Paris, France! "We'll always have Paris." (Rick Blaine, Casablanca) Oh, yes
we will, Rick! A five-day travel guide to unforgettable French travel! Have no idea where to start? Or
maybe you have an idea but could use some great insider tips? Well, listen on! You see, we know
your trip begins before you even book your flight, and this guide is chock full of dynamite tips on
everything you need to know before you go and much, much more! Best Travel Guides to Europe
feature: Dynamite insider tips for tourists! We give you the scoop on everything from local etiquette
to saving money! A five-day suggested itinerary: cover the best spots the city has to offer in five
magical days! Luxury sleeps, luxury eats: our best recommendations for ultimate Parisian luxury.
Budget sleeps, budget eats: the best places for travelers on a budget. Map of Paris, France. A city
snapshot: language, currency, airports, country code, and more! Before you go: There are some
things you need to know! Getting in the mood: a few great films and books to enjoy before you go!
Local tourist information: where to find it once you're on the ground in France. An overview of Paris,
France. French phrases for emergencies: at least you'll know how to holler, "Help!" Climate plus the
best times to travel to Paris! All about tours by bike, boat, bus, minibus, and car or special interest
and walking tours.
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Travel guides are so much fun and so useful. I extremely liked this guide on Paris France because it
is very detailed in everything mentioned. Firstly it gives great tips on what to do before you go then
prepares you with some nice reading material suggestions and of course gives the best venues to

visit. Finally, this well written guide has suggestions for the budget traveler too!

I have plans to do a South East Asia tour, so it goes hand in hand my plan to do an Euro tour as
well. Reading the book, it was well structured and pleasing to the eyes, the author utilized bold and
italicized fonts making the information easily be found. The pages are filled with images of the
venues and information how to contact hotels and establishments are also included!

This is a decent manual on Paris for the individuals who are going there or have enthusiasm to think
about Paris. I purchased this book as in few days I will likewise be going there for business and
thinking to stay some additional days to visit a few places. I am cheerful to peruse about
atmosphere and distinctive approaches to travel Paris. Creator has given insights about everything
from nearby manners to sparing cash! I am not going to miss the best bars, clubs, unrecorded
music, theater and moving in Paris. This book provides some great insider tips for travel, so it's
justified regardless of a read alongside a run of the mill venture out book to arrange the excursion
you need.

I wish to visit Paris at least once in my life. I thought it may not be within my budget. Anyway, I
cannot stay in Paris more than few days due to financial issue. But, by reading this book, I think that
I can visit all enchanting tourist places with budget. Author has given details about everything from
local etiquette to saving money! I am not going to miss the best bars, clubs, live music, theater and
dancing in Paris. It is one of the best travel guide I have ever read.

I enjoyed reading this book. I have wanted to go to Paris for a long time. In this book it tells you how
to visit like you live there. You have a guide to see the real Paris and not deal with all the other
tourists. I felt like I was there sometimes. I can hardly wait to get there. And this book does provide
some good insider tips for travel, so it's worth a read along with a typical travel book to plan the trip
you want.

Paris is an enchanting city, itâ€™s a pity Iâ€™ve only seen it on TV. I love travelling and Paris is
definitely at the top of my â€œto-go-toâ€• list, so buying this book was a preemptive strike. The first
thing I learned is that I wonâ€™t need a visa. This book is the first of its kind Iâ€™ve come across
that actually tells you how to prepare for the trip including what to pack, going to the doctor and
even books to read in order to get into the mood for Paris. The book presents you with the most

interesting attractions to see, places to stay, places to eat and just about all the information one
needs to survive their visit to France.

Wow and another Wow! Paris is my dream City. I really never regret having this Travel Guide book
in my Kindle. This is for our second honeymoon purposes! Visiting this place with my husband on
out upcoming wedding Anniversary. The "City of Love". I really fall in love with the book because it
includes everything and I mean everything really. From Insider Tips for Tourist, Overview of Paris,
France and so much more. It is great also because they include the best places for Travelers on a
Budget! We all knew the Paris is well known for being one of the most expensive city in Europe and
it's wonderful they include the BEST places for Travelers on a Budget! Great Job!

My dream place to go is Paris because I love the views in that place and while my friends talking
about it I feel the ambiance of Paris too because of them. I am planning to go to Paris very soon so I
am choosing a guide book that can help me and I donâ€™t hesitate to get this book. All pictures this
book is lovely and I really enjoyed it. I appreciate the author in collecting this information about
Paris. I am hoping that this book has more information about my dream place.
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